Richard Linyard didn't have to die.
The whole damn system is guilty!
From the Revolution Club, Bay Area
Our hearts go out to Richard's mother, brother, fiancé, and all his
family and friends. No one should have to go through what you all
are going through. Rich was 23 years old, full of life with a big
smile, an aspiring and talented artist along with his brother, pouring
their heart and soul into the music.
Now Rich's young life has been cut short after being chased down by
Oakland police. The media is saying that he ran after being stopped
and then the police found him already dead “wedged between two
structures.” Police told his family that he died from choking on
vomit. The whole story sounds like bullshit! We know the police lie
all the time in order to cover up their brutality and murder. Remember how they tried to say Freddy
Gray broke his own neck! Or the story about Victor White, who police said shot himself in the back of
a police car while his hands were cuffed behind his back! So what really killed Rich?! Did these pigs
choke him to death when they found him hiding? Did they tase him to death?
Even if the police and media story is true, THIS WHOLE DAMN SYSTEM IS STILL TO BLAME!
Why did Rich feel like he had to run in the first place?! These police are not here in neighborhoods like
East Oakland “serving and protecting” the people. They're out here, like a Runaway Slave Patrol,
serving and protecting the system that rules over the people and keeps them in these conditions of
poverty. Why do so many have to hustle just to survive in the first place?! This system has no good
jobs and no future, besides police terror and mass incarceration, for millions of Black youth. This
system has a target on the back of Black and Brown people. WE DO NOT HAVE TO LIVE THIS
WAY! Bob Avakian, the leader of the revolution, has said this:
No more generations of our youth, here and all around the world, whose life is over,
whose fate has been sealed, who have been condemned to an early death or a life of
misery and brutality, whom the system has destined for oppression and oblivion even
before they are born. I say no more of that. (BAsics, 1:13)
There is no necessity for Rich along with countless other young Black males to lose their lives or
be forced to live this way! What does it take to truly change all of this? A challenge for all of us,
but the possibility exists through a movement of millions for REVOLUTION. We are working
today to prepare the ground, prepare the people, and prepare the leadership for the time when
thousands can lead millions to go all out to bring this system down. A revolution means getting
rid of this dog-eat-dog capitalist-imperialist system, and replacing it with a system in which
people’s needs are met and the means to thrive in their full potential are made possible, and a
whole new way of organizing society where people contribute by giving back according to their
abilities, a system of communism. This movement, the organization and the leadership exist, but
it needs YOU to be part of it. Hook up with the Revolution Club. Wear the Revolution—Nothing
Less t-shirt and represent for the revolution! Get organized for revolution!
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